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Specified Artist: Marc Quinn (b. 1964)    

                 
 
1964 Born in London.  
1983 First learned to cast in bronze, while working as an assistant to Barry Flanagan.  

1986 Graduated from Cambridge University (History & History of Art).  

1988 First solo show at Jay Jopling/Otis Gallery, London. 
1991 SELF 
1992 Selected for the Sydney Biennale. 
1993 Participated in Young British Artists II at Saatchi Gallery. 
1994 Participated in Time Machine at British Museum.  
1996 Participated in Thinking Print at MoMA, New York.  
1997 Participated in Sensation at Royal Academy, London.  
1998 Solo show at South London Gallery, Camberwell, London. 
2002 Solo exhibition Tate Liverpool and participated in Liverpool Biennale. 
2005-7 ALISON LAPPER PREGNANT, first commission for Fourth Plinth, Trafalgar Square, London 
2008 SIREN 
2012 BREATH London Paralympic Games 
2013 Solo exhibition Venice Biennale 
2017 Solo exhibition John Soane Museum, London 
 

Teaching and learning: Example No. 1 

 

Self, series begun 1991: Personal Identity 

Genre: Self-portraiture: choices and effects 

Location: 2006 Version in National Portrait Gallery – sits alongside national heroes and 
leaders…. 
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Materials, techniques and processes: innovation and consequences 

Style: YBA, influences of other artists 

Patronage: role of Saatchi…. 
 

Activity 1: Exploring Self-portraiture 
Find images of four versions of Self and arrange in chronological order. Then research the 
self-portraits of Rembrandt, Vincent Van Gogh and Frida Kahlo. Select four of each and add 
them to your image sheet.  

Explore/explain what you see as the changing perceptions, perspectives or significant 
factors between the three artists.  

 
• Now research their lives.  

How far do the events/successes/failures of their lives impact on their sense of identity 
presented in the works you have collated.   

Activity 2: The significance of gaze and pose 
 
Make a self portrait of yourself, using only your head.  

How does this convey a different aspect of yourself than if you had been allowed to include 
your shoulders/torso/whole body/setting? 

 
Activity 3: Understanding how materials matter 

Research the technique and process Quinn used to create this work.  

How important is the material and method he used to the effect and meaning of the work?  

Discuss the different implications (both aesthetic and practical) of each choice. 
 

Activity 4: Exploring the YBA 
 
How/when did the group first appear? 

Aims/characteristics of the group? 

Relationships/influences between Quinn and others in the group – artistically and 
biographically 

How useful is the style ‘label’? Why are these labels so popular? How (and in what ways) does 
this contribute to the expression of Identity? 

Activity 5: Exploring earlier influences 
 
Barry Flanagan (teacher) 

Earlier works – Greek, Roman, Canova, Rodin… 

How are each important – and how important do you think they are? 
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Teaching and learning: Example No. 2 

Marc Quinn ‘Alison Lapper Pregnant’ 2005  

Scope: Portraits in 3D/Gender 

Concepts: feminism, sexuality, conflicted and contested identity, marginalised groups… 

Influences: Parthenon marbles 

Materials, techniques: white marble traditional carving, working with a team… 

Location: Fourth Plinth, London Later enlarged as an inflatable, renamed Breath and used at 
London Paralympics (2012) and Venice Biennale (2013) 
 

Activity 1: Women in the public eye 

 
Find other public sculptures of women in London. Make sure you note their date and subject 
matter. 

What do you notice?  

Activity 2: Ideals of beauty and earlier influences 

 
Explore the Venus de Milo and the Victory of Samothrace. Research the contexts of 
production of each, their narrative/meanings and the formal choices made by the artists.  

Compare these with Quinn’s work. 
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Teaching and learning: Example No. 3 

               

Marc Quinn ‘Siren’ 2008 

Scope: Portraits in 3D/Gender Identity 

Concepts: feminism, sexuality, beauty…. 

Location/Commission: Displayed at the British Museum 

Materials, techniques and processes: life size, cast of pure gold 

Narrative: Modelled on Kate Moss, mythological story of Siren 
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2006/apr/12/2 
 

Activity 1: Modern Materialism 
The role of bling: expressions of identity in material (and materialist) form…  

Why are these artists turning to such hugely expensive materials? Do they add or detract 
from the work? Are they superficial or significant?  

Activity 2: Representation of the female role in art 
Research and make an image sheet of other (earlier) images of the female figure by Titian, 
Canova, Manet, Picasso.  

Discuss the expectations, conventions and roles presented by each and in comparison with 
Quinn’s work. Has society made ‘progress’ over the centuries? How could you justify this 
position? And challenge it?  
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Specified Artist: Marc Quinn (b. 1964)    

Engaging and extending the debate: using critical texts including 
artist’s own comments and press coverage of his work 

Activity: Debate 

 
‘This house believes that Quinn is more interesting in creating art to shock than in situating 
himself in the “ongoing dialogue” of art.‘ 

 

‘This house believes that Quinn is more influenced by the work of earlier sculptors than by the 
social and political context of his own era.’ 

 

Useful quotation to stimulate debate:  

 
“This is not a portrait of a person, it's a portrait of an image twisted by our collective desires. 
She is a knotted Venus of our age”  (Mark Quinn on Sphinx) 

“Sculpture is a public art, and this sculpture in… the meeting place for all of London, has a 
constantly changing dialogue with the viewer.” (Richard Rogers) 

“I don’t see how anyone could find this work sensationalist. It’s a major work of art, drawing 
on tradition and context, very rich and layered.” (Jay Jopling, White Cube Gallery on Alison 
Lapper Pregnant) 

“Whilst childbirth is a great thing to celebrate, I think we should focus on individuals of great 
achievement that the nation ought to commemorate.” (Julie Kirkbride, then Conservative 
culture spokesperson) 

“The best public art has to focus debate and make people question how they look at art and 
why.” Louisa Buck, 2005 Turner Prize Judge 

“It’s part of the game; that ongoing dialogue, the baton passing from one artist to the next. 
It’s all about situating myself within that, in some way.”  

From The Telegraph interview: https://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/art/art-
features/11731441/Marc-Quinn-interview-If-the-public-dont-like-my-art-now-maybe-they-
will-in-five-years.html  

At the Tate Gallery in 1995, the artist showed Emotional Detox: The Seven Deadly Sins - a 
group of seven lead casts of parts of his body which were made using the lost wax method. 
The pieces are reminiscent of the 'character heads' made by Franz Xaver Messerschmidt in 
the late eighteenth century. Quinn prefers to use his own body as a primary source, as it is 
free from the associations of implied relationships: 'the self is what one knows best and least 
at the same time ... casting the body gives one an opportunity to "see" the self' (conversation 
with Sean Rainbird, Tate Gallery, 1995). 

 
 


